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ABSTRACT. Using a slightly modified form of the Spring^Hutter equations, glacial
outburst floods are simulated from three classic sites, `̀ Hazard Lake’’, Yukon, Canada,
Summit Lake, British Columbia, Canada, and GrõÂ msvo« tn, Iceland, in order to calibrate
the hydraulic roughness associated with subglacial conduits. Previous work has suggested
that the Manning roughness of the conduits is remarkably high, but the new calibration
yields substantially lower values that are representative of those for natural streams and
rivers. The discrepancy can be traced to a poor assumption about the effectiveness of heat
transfer at the conduit walls. The simulations reveal behaviour that cannot be inferred
from simplified theories: (1) During flood onset, water pressure over much of the conduit
can exceed the confining pressure of surrounding ice. (2) Local values of fluid potential
gradient can differ substantially from the value averaged over the length of the conduit,
contradicting an assumption of simple theories. (3) As the flood progresses, the location of
flow constrictions that effectively control the flood magnitude can jump rapidly over large
distances. (4) Predicted water temperature at the conduit outlet exceeds that suggested by
measurements of exit water temperature.

NOTATION

A Lake surface area as a function of elevation (m2)
A Coefficient of Glen’s flow law when expressed in the

form _" ˆ A¼n (Pa^ns^1)
B Coefficient in Glen’s flow law when expressed in the

form _" ˆ …¼=B†n (Pa s1/n)
c Wave velocity in a distensible conduit (m s^1)
cT Pressure-melting coefficent for ice (K Pa^1)
cw Specific heat capacity of water (J kg^1 K^1)
D Conduit diameter (m)
fb Darcy^Weisbach roughness for bed material
fi Darcy^Weisbach roughness for ice
fR Darcy^Weisbach roughness
fRh i Darcy^Weisbach roughness averaged over conduit

perimeter
g Gravity acceleration (g ˆ 9.80 m s^2)
h Empirical heat-transfer coefficient (W m^2 K^1)
Kw Thermal conductivity of water (W m^1 K^1)
L Latent heat of melting for ice (J kg^1)
l0 Conduit length (m)
m Mass rate of melting per unit length of conduit

(kg m^1 s^1)
em Mass rate of melting per unit area of conduit surface

(kg m^2 s^1)
Nu Nusselt number
n Exponent of Glen’s flow law
n0 Manning roughness (m^1/3 s)
n0h i Manning roughness averaged over conduit

perimeter (m^1/3 s)
n0

b Manning roughness for bed material (m^1/3 s)
n0

i Manning roughness for ice (m^1/3 s)
Pb Bed-floored perimeter of conduit (m)

Pi Ice-walled perimeter of conduit (m)
Pm Melting perimeter of conduit (m)
Pw Wetted perimeter of conduit (m)
Pr Prandtl number
pe Effective pressure (Pa)
pi Ice overburden pressure (Pa)
pw Water pressure (Pa)
Q Discharge through the conduit (m3 s^1)
Qin Input discharge into lake (m3 s^1)
q Heat flux (W m^2)
R Conduit radius (m)
RH Hydraulic radius of conduit (m)
Re Reynolds number
S Cross-sectional area of drainage conduit (m2)
s Downflow distance measured from conduit inlet (m)
s¤ Downflow distance of principal flow constriction

(m)
sseal Downflow distance of `̀ seal’’ (m)
Ti Ice temperature (³C)
Tlake Lake temperature (³C)
Tw Water temperature (³C)
t Time (s)
v Cross-sectionally averaged water velocity (m s^1)
Xk Easting coordinate of conduit (m)
x Easting coordinate (m)
Yk Northing coordinate of conduit (m)
y Northing coordinate (m)
Zb Elevation of bed surface above datum (m)
Zi Elevation of ice surface above datum (m)
Zk Elevation of conduit above datum (m)
Zseal Elevation of seal above datum (m)
Zspill Elevation of spillway above datum (m)
Zw Elevation of lake surface above datum (m)
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z Elevation above datum (m)
¢T Temperature difference (K)
 Fluid compressibility (Pa^1)
® Conduit distensibility (Pa^1)
_" Strain rate in ice (s^1)
·w Viscosity of water (Pa s)
»i Density of ice (»i ˆ 900 kg m^3)
»w Density of water (»w ˆ1000 kg m^3)
¼ Stress in ice (Pa)
½0 Wall stress exerted by turbulent flow (Pa)
¿ Hydraulic potential, ¿ ˆ pw ‡ »wgz (Pa)

INTRODUCTION

Ro« thlisberger (1972) and Shreve (1972) were the first to
describe the physics of steady water flow through ice-walled
conduits of circular cross-section. Although these theories,
identical in their essence, have been instrumental in shaping
understanding of the subglacial water system, the assump-
tion of steady flow imposes serious limitations. For valley
glaciers, which are subjected to strong diurnal meltwater for-
cing during the summer months, the theory cannot explain
many observed features of subglacialwater-pressure records.
For glacier outburst floods, or `̀ jo« kulhlaups’’, which result
from the unstable growth of one or more englacial or sub-
glacial meltwater conduits that tap a reservoir of stored
water, the steady-flow assumption is impossibly restrictive.
Mathews (1973) and Bjo« rnsson (1974) addressed this short-
coming and identified the essential physics of subglacial out-
burst floods, laying the foundation for a landmark paper by
Nye (1976). In the Nye theory the effects of lake temperature
are ignored and several untested assumptions are made: a
simplified form of heat transfer is postulated and water flow
is assumed to be driven by the fluid potential gradient aver-
aged over the length of the conduit. Clarke (1982) modified
the Nye theory to account for the effects of lake temperature
and reservoir geometry and used the extended theory to
simulate discharge hydrographs for a variety of ancient and
modern floods (Clarke and Mathews, 1981; Clarke, 1982;
Clarke and others, 1984). A key assumption of the papers by
Clarke and co-authors is that outburst floods are controlled
by conditions at a single point along the conduit, a `̀ seal’’
which acts as a flow-restricting bottleneck and must be
located sufficiently close to the reservoir that the water tem-
perature is effectively that of the reservoir. Bjo« rnsson (1992)
used this theory to obtain simulated hydrographs for a num-
ber of Icelandic outburst floods and found that the approach
`̀ yields moderately good simulations for jo« kulhlaups from
GrõÂ msvo« tn’’, Iceland. For many cases the bottleneck assump-
tion seems plausible, but it is easy to imagine situations
where it is suspect. A leading objective of the present contri-
bution is to assess the validity of bottleneck models.

Rather than resort to simplifying assumptions about the
existence and location of a flow bottleneck, Spring (1980)
and Spring and Hutter (1981, 1982) developed a complete
mathematical description of the temporally evolving water
velocity, discharge, temperature and cross-sectional area over
the entire length of the conduit. Althoughtheir formulation is
impressively complete, close reading of Spring (1980) and
Spring and Hutter (1981) makes it clear that efforts to obtain
numerical solutions of the full system of equations met with
limited success and the authors were obliged to make major
simplifyingassumptions in order to obtain results.Their state-

ment that the `̀numerical solution . . . required long comput-
ing times’’ (Spring and Hutter, 1981) strongly suggests that
numerical stiffness was the underlying source of difficulty.

Recent work on outburst flood hydraulics has followed
divergent paths. Walder and Costa (1996) focused on the
hazard aspect and considered a breach drainage release
mechanism. Fowler and Ng (1996) and Ng (1998) introduced
a substantial innovationby considering the flood conduit to
be floored by deformable sediment, and Fowler (1999) con-
centrated attention on the conditions for flood release from
the GrõÂ msvo« tn reservoir. Raymond and Nolan (2000) devel-
oped a new theory, analogous to that of Nye and Clarke, to
describe outburst floods by overtopping of the ice dam.
Copious references on outburst flooding can be found in a
comprehensive review byTweed and Russell (1999).

MODEL

Geometry and water balance

The geometry of the outburst flood model is summarized in
Figure1. I assume a Cartesian coordinate system with x and
y corresponding to easting and northing coordinates relative
to some arbitrary geographical origin and z as the vertical
distance above some elevationdatum (e.g. sea level).The ele-
vation of the bed surface is Zb…x; y† and that of the glacier
surface is Zi…x; y†. A lake with water level Zw…t† is im-
poundedby the glacier, and A…Zw† is the lake area as a func-
tion of elevation (which I shall refer to as the hypsometric
function). A spatially fixed drainage path, passing through
or beneath the glacier, is assumed to connect the conduit
inlet to a subaerial outlet. Downflowdistance along this path
is denoted s, where s ˆ 0 at the inlet and s ˆ l0 at the outlet.
The geographical coordinates of the drainage path are
described by the three functions

£
Xk…s†; Yk…s†; Zk…s†

¤
. In

practice, the path is determined by specifying a table of N
values for the triplets ‰XkŠj, ‰YkŠj and ‰ZkŠj, where j ˆ 1 . . . N
and the functions Xk…s†, Yk…s† and Zk…s† are generated by
piecewise-linear interpolation. I have confirmed that the
modelling results are not greatly affected by the spatial

Fig. 1. Model geometry. (a) Schematic diagram of the bed
topography, glacier and ice-dammed lake.The conduit is indi-
cated by a dashed line and follows a partly subglacial and
partly englacial route.The seal is assumed to be located at the
point of maximum ice thickness. (b) An ice-walled conduit
having circular cross-section. (c) An ice-roofed and bed-
floored conduit having semicircular cross-section.
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sampling interval along the flow path, provided that the
major topographic features are satisfactorily resolved.
Although the path end-points at

£
‰XkŠ1; ‰YkŠ1; ‰ZkŠ1

¤
and£

‰XkŠN ; ‰YkŠN ; ‰ZkŠN
¤

are part of the initial specification,
the path length l0 must be calculated after-the-fact by
numerical integration over s, e.g. by summation over

dsj‡1
2

ˆ
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������h
‰XkŠj‡1¡ ‰XkŠj

i2
‡

h
‰YkŠj‡1¡‰YkŠj

i2
‡

h
‰ZkŠj‡1¡‰ZkŠj

i2
r

:

…1†
If Zk ˆ Zb the path is subglacial, but this is not an essential
requirement. For the models considered in this study, the
drainage routing will be assumed to follow a straight line
connecting the map positions of the inlet and outlet; thus
the only contribution to conduit tortuosity is from elevation
excursions along the path.

Until recently, most theoretical treatments of subglacial
conduits have followed the assumption of Ro« thlisberger
(1972) and Shreve (1972) that conduits have a circular
cross-section. Hooke and others (1990) proposed a modifica-
tion of the Ro« thlisberger theory to allow for non-circular
channels having a small height/width aspect ratio. Ng
(1998) developed this idea in greater detail and employed it
in his outburst flood model, but calculating the creep
closure rate of wide channels is not straightforward. In the
present work, the conduit is assumed to have two possible
cross-sectional geometries, circular or semicircular, so that
for a water-saturated conduit the wetted perimeter and
cross-sectional area are given by

Pw ˆ
2ºR circle

…º ‡ 2†R semicircle

(
…2†

S ˆ
ºR2 circle

1
2 ºR2 semicircle ,

(

…3†

where R is the conduit radius.The hydraulic radius, defined
as the ratio of the channel cross-sectional area to the wetted
perimeter, is

RH ˆ
R=2 circle

ºR=2…º ‡ 2† semicircle .

»
…4†

For subsequent use, I shall also define the `̀melting perim-
eter’’ of the conduit as that part of the conduit perimeter
that is ice-walled and subject to melting:

Pm ˆ 2ºR ice-walled circular conduit

ºR rock-floored semicircular conduit.

»
…5†

Water level in the lake is determined by a balance of
inflow Qin from the surrounding environment and discharge
Q through the drainage conduit so that

dZw

dt
ˆ Qin ¡ Q

A…Zw† : …6†

When Qin > Q the level rises, either indefinitely or until an
alternative drainage path is encountered; the elevation of this
spillway is denoted Zspill. If Qin < Q the water level falls and,
if it reaches the elevation of the conduit inlet Zk…0†, drainage
through the conduit becomes supply-limited and Q ˆ Qin.

Hydraulics and thermodynamics

The model of Spring and Hutter is described in a thesis by
Spring (1980) and two research papers (Spring and Hutter,

1981, 1982). Regrettably the thesis and Spring and Hutter
(1981) contain typographical errors that can only be clarified
by referring to the lengthy and challenging paper by Spring
and Hutter (1982). Rather than retrace this work I shall sum-
marize its essence, making some minor notational changes
and adding several new features. Written as state evolution
equations, the balance equations for water mass, ice mass,
linear momentum and internal energy are respectively

@pw

@t
ˆ ¡ 1

 S

@S

@t
‡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢
¡ m

»w

» ¼
…7†

@S

@t
ˆ m

»i
¡ 2sgn…pe†

jpej
nB

» ¼n

S …8†

@v

@t
ˆ ¡ @

@s

1

2
v2 ‡ pw

»w
‡ gZk

³ ´
¡ 1

»wS

¡
mv ‡ Pw½0

¢
…9†

@Tw

@t
ˆ ¡v

@Tw

@s
‡ 1

»wcwS

¢
»

Pw½0v ¡ m L ‡ cw…Tw ¡ Ti† ¡ v2

2

³ ´¼
; …10†

where

pi ˆ »ig…Zi ¡ Zk† …11†

pe ˆ pi ¡ pw …12†

Ti ˆ ¡cTpw …13†

Q ˆ vS …14†

fRh i ˆ …Pifi ‡ Pbfb†=…Pi ‡ Pb† …15†

½0 ˆ 1

8
fRh i»wvjvj …16†

Re ˆ 4»wjvjRH=·w …17†

Pr ˆ ·wcw=Kw …18†

Nu ˆ 0:023Re4=5Pr2=5 …19†

m ˆ PmKwNu…Tw ¡ Ti†=4LRH: …20†

The foregoing system of equations can be readily solved
using the numerical method of lines (e.g. Schiesser, 1991)
and I shall gladly provide MATLAB scripts to anyone inter-
ested in extending this work. Justifications for Equations (7)
and (8) are presented in Appendix A, and those for Equa-
tions (15) and (20) are in Appendix B. Note that in the nota-
tion for Darcy^Weisbach and Manning roughness I have
attempted to be explicit about the roughness of a single
material (e.g. fR), the roughness of particular materials such
as ice and bed (e.g. fi and fb) and the perimeter-averaged
roughness for a conduit walled by several different materials
(e.g. fRh i).

Equation (7) differs in a crucial way from the corres-
ponding expression used by Spring (1980) and Spring and
Hutter (1981,1982)

@S

@t
ˆ ¡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢
‡ m

»w
: …21†

In their formulation, the interaction of Equations (8) and
(21) gave rise to the problem of numerical stiffness which
plagued their modelling efforts. Replacing Equation (21)
by Equation (7) is the key step that renders the numerical
system tractable. In effect, this transformation allows the
fluid to be slightly compressible and reduces numerical stiff-
ness (Appendix A). Although I use physical reasoning to
justify the introduction of the parameter  into the Spring^
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Hutter equations, the results are insensitive to the assigned
value of  over several orders of magnitude and it can be
properly regarded as a parameter of the numerical analysis
rather than a genuine physical constant.Whereas the tabu-
lated compressibility of water is  ˆ 4.5610^10 Pa^1, I have
found that setting  ˆ 10^7 Pa^1 yields much faster integra-
tions with no apparent effect on the results.

Together Equations (7) and (8) imply that the conduit is
water-saturated over its entire length and throughout the
time interval of interest. Clearly this cannot be the case in
the final moments of floods that terminate by complete
drainage of their reservoir. Even during the flood, open-
channel flow conditions may develop near the tunnel exit so
that for modelling purposes the effective conduit length l0 is
somewhat less than the path length from the lake to the exit
point. However, the length discrepancy is expected to be
small and unlikely to have a noticeable effect on the simula-
tion results. Equation (8) governing conduit growth is based
on simplifying assumptions that do not have general validity.
When effective pressure is negative (water pressure exceeds
the ice overburden pressure) it is assumed that creep pro-
cesses enlarge the conduit. This is the simplest assumption
because it assumes there is no exchange of water between
the conduit and its surroundings, but it eliminates the possi-
bility of water leaking fromthe conduit to join a subglacial or
englacial drainage network. Unusual outburst phenomena
such as the propagation of subglacial flood waves and explo-
sive release of water (Jöhannesson, 2002; Bjo« rnsson, 2003)
strongly suggest that flood water can be distributed areally
over the bed rather than confined to a simple conduit. A
further assumption associated with Equation (8) is that the
conduit geometry does not change with time so that, for
example, an initially semicircular conduit remains semi-
circular. Simplicity is the only justification for this assumption.

Ng (1998) covers similar ground but makes different
assumptions in solving a system of equations comparable to
Equations (21), (8), (9) and (10). A scaling analysis is employed
to simplify the equations which are then solved using a time-
stepping finite-difference method. It is possible that our two
approaches would lead to essentially identical results, but our
aims differ and it is not possible to confirm this point.

Initial conditions

The initial conditions for the simulation are taken as
Zw…0† ˆ Zinit, Tw…s; 0† ˆ ¡cT»ig

£
Zi…s† ¡ Zk…s†

¤
(water

temperature is at the pressure-melting point), S…s; 0† ˆ Sinit

(constant over the entire length of the initial leakage path),
¿…s; 0† ˆ »wg

£
Zw…0† ¡ s

¡
Zw…0† ¡ Zk…l0†

¢
=l0

¤
, pw…s; 0† ˆ

¿…s; 0† ¡ »wgZk…s† and

v…s; 0† ˆ 2
Sinit

º

³ ´1
4

¡ 1

»wfR…s; 0†
@¿…s; 0†

@s

³ ´1
2

: …22†

Theboundaryconditions are Tw…0; t† ˆ Tlake and pw…l0; t† ˆ
0 with aboundaryconditionat pw…0; t† enforcedby assuming
@pw…0; t†=@t ˆ »wgdZw=dt. Although the initial conditions
on v, pw and Tw are only rough approximations, the main
issue in choosing initial conditions is to provide an acceptably
smooth launch for the numerical integration. Poorly chosen
initial conditions will cause the integrator to fail, but any rea-
sonable assignment that avoids this outcome is acceptable
because the system quickly loses any memory of a rough start.
Note that by assuming the existence of an initial leakage path
(S…s; 0† ˆ Sinit) I avoid the interesting but complicated issue

of how the flood is initiated. However, it is not necessarily the
case that a small initial conduit will enlarge with time and
produce an outburst flood; a conduit that cannot be sustained
will slowly seal itself.

RECALIBRATION OF FLOW RESISTANCE

In this section, I apply the modified Spring^Hutter formu-
lation to the problem of simulating outburst floods for the
comparatively well-studied cases of `̀ Hazard Lake’’,Yukon,
Canada, Summit Lake, British Columbia, Canada, and the
GrõÂ msvo« tn reservoir withinVatnajo« kull ice cap in Iceland.
The common physical constants of the models are given in
Table 1, and model-specific parameters of the three refer-
ence models are listed inTable 2.

The question of whether to adopt the Manning or the
Darcy^Weisbach roughness description is not a major issue
for most natural flows because the range of discharge for a
given river or conduit is unlikely to vary over many orders of
magnitude. For outburst floods, however, the decision is im-
portant.The relationships between the two descriptions are

n0 ˆ

��������������
R

1=3
H fR

8g

s

…23†

fR ˆ 8gn02

R
1=3
H

; …24†

and from Equation (23) it is clear that for an assumed con-
stant value of fR the Manning roughness increases as the
hydraulic radius increases. Thus the predicted roughness of
large conduits is greater than that for small conduits. Hydrol-
ogists claim the opposite and would, in fact, assert that even
when a constant Manning roughness is assumed (which
according to Equation (24) would lead to decreasing Darcy^
Weisbach roughness with increasing hydraulic radius) the
roughness for large conduits and for high discharge rates is
overestimated (e.g. Dingman,1984, p.145). A desirable char-
acteristic of the roughness description is that numerical
values of the roughness parameterization do not vary with
the scale of the flood. Although neither description satisfies
this requirement, the Manning description comes closer to
this ideal and is therefore my preferred choice.

Table 1. Physical constants

Property Value Units

Density of water, »w 1000 kg m^3

Density of ice, »i 900 kg m^3

Specific heat capacity of water, cw 4217.7 J kg^1K^1

Thermal conductivity of water, Kw 0.558 W m^1 K^1

Latent heat of melting of ice, L 3.3356105 J kg^1

Viscosity of water, ·w 1.787610^3 Pa s
Pressure-melting coefficient, cT 7.5610^8 K Pa^1

Gravity acceleration, g 9.80 m s^2

Glen’s flow-law coefficient, B 5.286107 Pa s1/ n

Glen’s flow-law exponent, n 3

Notes: Following Nye (1953), Spring and Hutter (1981, 1982) use Glen’s law in
the form _" ˆ …¼=B†n, whereas the more usual form is _" ˆ A¼n. It follows
that B ˆ 1=A1=n. For B ˆ 5.286107 Pa s1/n (as above) the corresponding
value for A is A ˆ 6.8610^24 Pa^n s^1, the value recommendedby Paterson
(1994, p.97) for ice at 0³C and an n ˆ 3 flow law.
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``Hazard Lake’’ flood models

The 1978 flood from glacier-dammed `̀ Hazard Lake’’ is
among the best-studied outbursts and motivated the devel-
opment of a bottleneck model (Clarke, 1982) based on a
modification of Nye’s theory (Nye, 1976). The geometry of
the reservoir is very well determined and the geometry of
the 13 km flood path through or beneath Steele Glacier is
reasonably well constrained. Figure 2a shows the measured
hypsometric function (Clarke, 1982, table 2) for the lake,
and Figure 2b summarizes the assumed geometry of the ice
surface, bed topography and subglacial flood path (ABC).
The elevation of the lake surface and outlet (C) correspond
to measured values, as does the distance between the inlet
(A) and outlet. The representation of the ice surface for
Steele Glacier is taken to be simple but consistent with the
1978 ice topography. There are no measurements of ice
thickness, so I have taken the elevation of the seal (B) and
the ice thickness above the seal to correspond to those
assumed in Clarke (1982). Lake temperature was not meas-
ured in 1978, so water temperature measurements taken in
summer 1979 were substituted. The discharge hydrograph
for the 1978 flood was calculated by numerical differenti-
ation of the record of lake level vs time and then applying
the known hypsometric function of the lake. From the calcu-
lated hydrograph, the maximum flood discharge was esti-
mated to be approximately 640 m3 s^1.

Figure 2c shows simulated discharge hydrographs for
the 1978 flood. Curve A is the hydrograph calculated in
Clarke (1982) using the bottleneck model and parameters

listed in Clarke (1982, table 3); the Manning roughness for
this model is n0 ˆ 0.105 m^1/3 s and the conduit geometry is
circular. The remaining curves were calculated using the
Spring^Hutter model as described in the previous section.
Curve B is for a circular conduit having a Manning rough-
ness of n0 ˆ 0.06 m^1/3 s, while curve C corresponds to the
`̀ Hazard’’ reference model of Table 2 and is for a semicircu-
lar conduit with a perimeter-averaged Manning roughness
of n0h i ˆ 0.045 m^1/3 s. (I use angular brackets to draw
attention to the fact that the Manning roughness represents

Table 2. Parameters for reference models

`̀Hazard
Lake’’

Summit
Lake

GrõÂmsvo« tn

Environmental properties
Input discharge to reservoir, Qin (m3 s^1) 5.0 8.0 15.0
Lake temperature, Tlake (³C) 6.0 0.75 0.2
Manning roughness of conduit, n0h i

(m^1/3 s)
0.045 0.023 0.032

Conduit cross-section semicircle semicircle semicircle
Spillway elevation (if used), Zspill

(m a.s.l.)
1674 826 ^

Initial conditions
Cross-sectional area of conduit, Sinit

(m2)
0.10 0.50 0.10

Initial lake elevation, Zinit (m a.s.l.) 1674 826 1430

Numerical analysis parameters
Number of spatial sample points, N 51 27 101
Relative tolerance for ODE solver 10^4 10^7 10^6

Absolute tolerance for ODE solver 10^7 10^10 10^8

Numerical compressibility,  (Pa^1) 10^7 10^7 10^7

Derived properties
Total length of conduit, l0 (km) 13.016 12.068 50.070

Selected model outputs
Maximum discharge at conduit head

(m3 s^1)
550 2852 1921

Maximum discharge at conduit outlet
(m3 s^1)

561 2862 1961

Maximum water velocity in conduit
(m s^1)

8.5 24.0 16.1

Maximum outlet water temperature
(³C)

4.14 1.62 1.44

Maximum conduit cross-section (m2) 120 193 480

Fig. 2. Geometry and discharge for `̀Hazard Lake’’ outburst
floods. (a) Hypsometric function for lake (Clarke, 1982). (b)
Geometry ofglacier and subglacial flood routing. (c)Simulated
discharge hydrographs. Curve A uses the model and parameters
of Clarke (1982), and the remaining curves are simulated using
the present model and data fromTables 1 and 2 (except when
otherwise indicated). Curve B is for a circular conduit with
Manning roughness of n0 ˆ 0.06 m^1/3 s; curve C is for a semi-
circular conduit having a perimeter-averaged Manning rough-
ness of hn0i ˆ 0.045 m^1/3 s and corresponds to the reference
model ofTable 2; curve D is for a circular conduit and Darcy^
Weisbach roughness of fR ˆ 0.20; curve E is for a semicircular
conduit and perimeter-averaged Darcy^Weisbach roughness of
hfRi ˆ 0.12.The curves have been time-shifted relative to each
other in order to improve their clarity.The slope discontinuity at
peak discharge occurs because the flood is terminated by com-
plete drainage of the lake.
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a perimeter-averaged value that allows for differing rough-
nesses of ice and bed. For a circular ice-walled conduit the
perimeter-averaged roughness and the conventional Man-
ning roughness n0 are identical.) Similarly, curves D and E
are for a circular conduit with Darcy^Weisbach roughness
fR ˆ 0.20 and a semicircular conduit with perimeter-aver-
aged Darcy^Weisbach roughness fRh i ˆ 0.12, respectively.
Despite differences in the modelling assumptions, all the
curves are essentially identical. The assumed Manning
roughness for the bottleneck model (A) is greater than that
for the corresponding Spring^Hutter model (B), and
models that assume a semicircular conduit require less flow
resistance than those that assume a circular conduit.
Although I have expressed a preference for the Manning
roughness description, both the Darcy^Weisbach and Man-
ning descriptions are capable of providing visually accept-
able hydrographs.

Summit Lake flood model

Figure 3 presents the geometrical assumptions and discharge
hydrographs for the model of the 1967 outburst flood from
Summit Lake. The hypsometric data (Fig. 3a) are from
Clarke and Mathews (1981, table 1), and the assumed glacier
geometry (Fig. 3b) is consistent with topographic maps and
seismic soundings by Doell (1963). Water discharge into the
lake was estimated as Qin ˆ 8 m3 s^1 (Clarke and Mathews,
1981, p.1456). Lake temperature, measured in 1968, was taken
to be 0.75³C (Gilbert, 1969). Discharge hydrographs are pre-
sented in Figure 3c. Curve A corresponds to the hydrograph
obtained by Clarke and Mathews (1981) using a bottleneck
model and closely matches the observed hydrograph (see
Clarke and Mathews,1981, fig.3). Curve B presents the results
of a Spring^Hutter simulation using the geometric data of
Figure 3 and other data from Tables 1 and 2. Although the
two curves are virtually identical, the assumed values of
Manning roughness differ substantially, being n0 ˆ 0.12 m^1/3 s
for the bottleneck model and n0h i ˆ 0.023 m^1/3 s in the pres-
ent study. Rather than being surprisingly high, as for the
bottleneck model, the flow resistance for the Spring^Hutter
model is surprisingly low, though not unacceptably low.
Instead of assuming a low value for n0h i it would be possible
to accept a larger value and postulate that the lake tempera-
ture exceeded the assumed value of 0.75³C.

GrõÂ msvo« tn flood model

Outburst floods from GrõÂmsvo« tn have been the most influ-
ential in terms of their stimulus to science and prompted the
seminal contributions of Bjo« rnsson (1974, 1988) and Nye
(1976). I shall take the 1986 outburst flood as the reference
flood for GrõÂ msvo« tn. Though one of the lesser floods, it is
well constrained by observations. Figure 4a and b summar-
ize the geometrical data for the lake (Bjo« rnsson,1992, fig. 2),
glacier and subglacial routing (Bjo« rnsson, 2003, fig. 8).
Other model input data are given inTables 1and 2.The lake
temperature, taken to be 0.2³C, is based on 1991 measure-
ments (Bjo« rnsson, 1992, p.102), and the water input to the
reservoir is Qin ˆ 15 m3 s^1, consistent with estimates by
Bjo« rnsson (1988, p.78).

Discharge hydrographs are presented in Figure 4c. Curve
A corresponds to the observed hydrograph (Bjo« rnsson, 1992,
fig. 4) and curve B to the hydrograph simulated using the
Spring^Hutter model. A semicircular conduit havingaperim-
eter-averaged Manning roughness of n0h i ˆ 0.032m^1/3 s was

assumed. Bjo« rnsson (1992, fig. 9) used a bottleneck model to
calculate a similar hydrograph but assumed a roughness of
n0 ˆ 0.08 m^1/3 s.

RESULTS

A common feature of the recalibrated flood models for
`̀ Hazard Lake’’, Summit Lake and GrõÂmsvo« tn is that rea-
sonable fits between simulated and observed hydrographs
can only be obtained if one assumes that the flow resistance
is substantially lower than that used for bottleneck models.
In part this can be explainedby the assumption of a semicir-
cular rock-floored conduit, but even if a circular ice-walled
conduit is assumed it is necessary to accept lower values of
flow resistance than for bottleneck models. It can be shown
that the significant discrepancy between earlier work and
the present study results from shortcomings of the Nye
(1976) postulate concerning the effectiveness of heat transfer
from the conduit to the ice walls (Appendix C).To my know-

Fig. 3. Geometry and discharge for Summit Lake outburst
floods. (a) Hypsometric function for lake (Clarke and
Mathews, 1981, table 1). (b) Assumed geometry of glacier
and subglacial flood routing. (c) Smooth curve that closely
fits the observed discharge hydrograph (A) compared to
simulated hydrograph (B). The slope discontinuity at peak
discharge occurs because the flood is terminated by complete
drainage of the lake.
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ledge, the Nye postulate has not previously been tested and
the apparent failure of this postulate is an important new
result. In this section I shall examine additional features of
the recalibrated reference models and expose some short-
comings of bottleneck models. Note that in all cases t ˆ
0 days signifies the time at which plotting begins.The actual
simulations began at substantially earlier times, but the
plots focus on the flood itself rather than the slow onset.

Thermal evolution and exit temperature of water

Figure 5 summarizes the spatial and temporal evolution of
water temperature for the three reference floods. Tempera-
ture curves (labelled lines and left abscissa) are presented
for nominal down-flow distances of 0 (the conduit inlet),
0.2l0, 0.4l0, 0.6l0, 0.8l0 and l0 (the conduit outlet); discharge
hydrographs (dashed curves and right abscissa) are included
for reference. Note that the time axis has been arbitrarily
shifted so that t ˆ 0 days does not necessarily correspond to
the start time for the simulation. Initially the growth of the
drainage conduit is extremely slow and, although the magni-

tude of discharge through the small initial leakage path is
small, it is nevertheless sufficient to affect the water tempera-
ture in the conduit.

Figure 5a shows results for the `̀ Hazard Lake’’outburst.
Lake temperature was taken to be 6.0³C (Table 2), so the
curve for s ˆ 0 does not vary from this value. Near t ˆ
0 days the temperature at s ˆ 0.2l0 already reflects the
influx of warm lake water and has risen from its initial tem-
perature (taken as the pressure-melting temperature of ice)
to around 3³C. As the flood progresses, the influence of
warm water from the lake is projected farther down the con-
duit, and at the flood peak the temperature of water exiting
the conduit is 4.1³C, indicating that at this stage of the flood
the advective transport of heat greatly exceeds the loss by
melting of the conduit walls.

Fig. 4. Geometry and discharge for GrõÂmsvo« tn 1986 outburst
flood. (a) Hypsometric function for lake (Bjo« rnsson, 1992,
fig. 2). (b) Geometry of glacier and subglacial flood routing
(Bjo« rnsson, 1974, fig. 14). (c) Observed (A) and simulated
(B) discharge hydrographs.The flood is terminated by com-
plete drainage of the reservoir.

Fig. 5.Temporal and spatial evolution of water temperature
for outburst flood simulations. Simulated discharge hydro-
graphs (dashed lines) are included for reference. Labelled
curves correspond to different down-flow distances relative to
the length l0 of the flood path so that 0 corresponds to the con-
duit inlet and 1 to the outlet.Time zero represents the time at
which plotting is initiated but not the actual time at which the
simulation was begun. (a) `̀Hazard Lake’’ outburst. (b)
Summit Lake outburst. (c) GrõÂmsvo« tn outburst.
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In contrast, the Summit Lake outburst simulation (Fig.
5b) illustrates the effects of a comparatively cold water
reservoir. The lake temperature is 0.75³C as indicated by the
curve for s ˆ 0. At t ˆ 0 days the water temperature at s ˆ
0.2 l0 is substantially colder than the lake but nonetheless
above the melting temperature of ice. Farther down-flow the
temperatures are below 0³C but above or near the pressure-
melting temperature at these locations. As the flood pro-
gresses, the temperature along the conduit increases until at
around 2.5 days the water temperature in the conduit every-
where exceeds the lake temperature. This additional warm-
ing is caused by viscous dissipation in the conduit. At this
stage of the flood, the water temperature increases with
down-flow distance, the exact opposite of the situation for
the `̀ Hazard Lake’’ flood.The maximum water temperature
during the flood occurs at the conduit exit and equals 1.6³C,
substantially above the lake temperature.

The GrõÂmsvo« tn outburst simulation (Fig. 5c) has clear
similarities with that for Summit Lake, although the tem-
perature curves have more character. Again the lake tem-
perature is only slightly above the melting temperature, and
viscous dissipation is important in enabling the flood to

develop. By t ˆ 6 days the water temperature in the drainage
conduit is everywhere above the lake temperature even
though the flood is only beginning to enter its rapid growth
phase. As with the simulated outburst for Summit Lake, max-
imum water temperature occurs at the conduit outlet. The
predicted maximum water temperature is 1.4³C, in contrast
to the assumed lake temperature of 0.2³C. In fact such a high
outlet temperature has not been observed and this suggests
some shortcomings that I shall discuss subsequently.

Evolution of fluid potential gradient and effective
pressure

The Spring^Hutter model permits detailed examination of
the evolution of water pressure and potential energy gradi-
ent as an outburst flood progresses. Of special interest is the
spatial position of flow constrictions in the drainage conduit
and whether these constrictions remain fixed in space or
migrate as the flood progresses. A fundamental assumption
of the Nye model is that the fluid potential gradient @¿=@s is
reasonably well approximated by its length-averaged value
@¿=@sh i, whereas a fundamental assumption of bottleneck

models is that the seal is the dominant flow constriction at
all stages of an outburst flood.These assumptions cannot be
tested without resorting to a more comprehensive model
such as that of Spring and Hutter. To test the Nye assump-
tion and to identify regions of flow constriction, I evaluate
the spatial gradient of the hydraulic potential ¿ ˆ pw ‡
»wgZk and seek regions where ¡@¿=@s is greatest or,
equivalently, where @¿=@s is least. Letting s¤ denote the in-
stantaneous value of s at which ¡@¿=@s is maximum, one
can plot s¤…t†; and this locates the down-flow position of the
bottleneck as the flood progresses. A more detailed picture

Fig. 6.Temporal and spatial evolution of effective pressure and
flow constriction for `̀Hazard Lake’’outburst simulation. (a)
Simulated discharge hydrograph (solid line and left abscissa)
and down-flow distance of the flow `̀bottleneck’’as a function of
time (dashed line and right abscissa). (b) Spatio-temporal
evolution of fluid potential gradient @¿…s; t†=@s. Contours
are not labelled, but dark shading corresponds to regions where
potential energy dissipation is concentrated, hence regions
where flow is restricted. (c) Spatio-temporal evolution of effec-
tive pressure pe…s; t† in conduit. Negative values of effective
pressure correspond towater pressures exceeding the ice flotation
pressure. (Contours are in units of MPa.)

Fig. 7. Same as Figure 6, but for Summit Lake outburst simu-
lation.
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of flow constrictions is obtained by plotting @¿…s; t†=@s over
the course of the flood. For the Nye assumption to be valid,
the potential energy gradient should vary with time but not
with distance along the conduit. A second matter of interest
is the effective pressure pe ˆ pi ¡ pw, which is diagnostic of
whether water pressure exceeds the ice flotation pressure.
As shall be shown, the water pressure in the conduit can
greatly exceed the ice overburden pressure, and this has im-
plications for the dispersal of water along the ice^bed inter-
face, hydraulic fracturing of the ice walls and the escape of
water by artesian outflow to the glacier surface.

`̀Hazard Lake’’model results
Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of fluid potential gra-
dient and effective pressure for the `̀ Hazard Lake’’ reference
model. The spatial location of the dominant flow constric-
tion (dashed line and right abscissa) and the flood hydro-
graph (solid line and left abscissa) are plotted in Figure 6a.
Interestingly, the flow constriction is located at the glacier
terminus (s¤ ˆ13 km) throughout the observation interval,
and at no time is the flow constriction located at the `̀ seal’’
defined by the maximum ice thickness (sseal ˆ1km in Fig.
2b). Apparently the sensible heat of lake water is sufficient to
overcome flow constrictions near the inlet and it is the lower
temperature of water near the glacier terminus that main-
tains a constriction at the outlet. Although the seal may
have played a role in controlling the onset of the flood, it
does not serve as the controlling flow constriction once the
flood has started to develop.

Figure 6b shows the pattern of fluid potential gradient as-
sociated with the `̀ Hazard Lake’’ outburst simulation. The
contours have not been labelled because it is the pattern,
rather than the actual magnitudes, that commands interest.

Dark shading corresponds to regions where potential energy
dissipation is concentrated, and it is clear that this is greatest
in the lower reaches of the drainage conduit and decreases
monotonically toward the lake.The fact that the fluid poten-
tial gradient varies spatially as well as temporally indicates
that the Nye assumption is not satisfied. The putative `̀ seal’’
at sseal ˆ1km seems irrelevant to this pattern.

The simulated distribution of effective pressure during
the `̀ Hazard Lake’’outburst is given in Figure 6c with con-
tours labelled in MPa. The 0 MPa contour separates the
region of ice flotation (negative effective pressure) from that
where ice pressure exceeds water pressure. Note that water
pressure exceeds the ice flotation pressure over virtually the
entire length of the conduit for the entire observation inter-
val and that, over the middle section of the conduit, water
pressure exceeds ice overburden pressure by at least 1MPa
for the first 2.3 days of the observation window. When reck-
oned in terms of the equivalent water level, this corresponds
to a water column 4100 m above the flotation level and
would be sufficient to drive water to the surface of Steele
Glacier if cracks or other water paths existed.

Summit Lake model results
A similar analysis of the Summit Lake outburst simulation
produces a more interesting story (Fig. 7). Figure 7a shows
the position of the dominant flow constriction as a function of
time (dashed line and right abscissa) with the flood hydro-
graph included for reference (solid line and left abscissa).
During the early development of the flood the flow constric-
tion is located at the glacier terminus (s¤ ˆ12 km in Fig. 3b),
but at around t ˆ 2.5 daysthe constriction migrates up-glacier,
first in a regular fashionbut then in a discontinuousjump from
s¤ º 8 km to the conduit inlet at s¤ ˆ 0 km. The up-flow
migration of the flow constriction appears to be associated
with the evolving thermal conditions in the drainage conduit
(Fig. 5b). At around t ˆ 2.5 days the water temperature at the
conduit exit begins to exceed the lake temperature so that
concentrated viscous dissipation near the conduit exit is no
longer required to overcome creep closure by ice pressure.

Figure 7b shows the pattern of the fluid potential gradi-
ent and clarifies the nature of the previously noted jump in
s¤. Dark shading indicates regions where potential energy
dissipation is concentrated, and the overplotted dashed line
indicates the migration of the flow constriction, as also
plotted in Figure 7a. Note that during the early stages of
the flood, potential energy dissipation is concentrated in
the lower reaches of the conduit, and during the rapid
growth phase of the flood the potential energy dissipation
is concentrated near the conduit inlet. The jump in s¤ is
clearly related to the morphology of the surface
@¿…s; t†=@s. As for the `̀ Hazard Lake’’ simulation, the Nye
assumption clearly fails.

Figure 7c shows the distribution of effective pressure in the
conduit as the flood progresses. The contours are labelled in
MPa and the zero contour is clearly indicated.Water pressure
exceeds the ice flotation pressure only in the earliest stages of
the flood, and the overpressure never exceeds 0.6 MPa.

GrõÂ msvo« tn model results
For the GrõÂmsvo« tn flood simulation the flow constriction
shows behaviour similar to that found in the Summit Lake
simulation. In the early stages of the flood, the flow constric-
tion is located near, though not at, the conduit outlet
(s¤ º44 km), but, as the flood begins to accelerate, the flow

Fig. 8. Same as Figure 6, but for GrõÂmsvo« tn outburst simulation.
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constriction first jumps to the conduit outlet and then at
around 5.5 days jumps up-flow to the conduit inlet where it
remains until the flood terminates (Fig. 8a). An examin-
ation of the contour diagram for @¿…s; t†=@s (Fig. 8b) indi-
cates that the spatial pattern of the fluid potential gradient is
complex, presumably because of the complex bed topog-
raphy assumed for this model (Fig. 4b), and it is evident that
the Nye assumption is not satisfied. The effective pressure
distribution (Fig. 8c) is also complicated for this model.
Superflotation pressures only obtain during the early devel-
opment of the flood and cease to exist after t ˆ 6.5 days.

Influence of ``seal’’ position on peak discharge

If it could be demonstrated that bottleneck simulations and
Spring^Hutter simulations yielded essentially similar results,
even if they required different calibrations for flow resistance,
one could dispense with the unnecessary complication of
the Spring^Hutter model.The following numerical experi-
ments demonstrate that this is not the case. Bottleneck
models reduce the geometric description of the flood path
to the followingessentials: input elevation Zk…0†, output ele-
vation Zk…l0†, seal elevation Zk…sseal† and ice surface eleva-
tion at the seal Zi…sseal†. There is a further implicit
assumption that the seal is near the lake so that sseal ! 0.
Figure 9 shows five different glacier geometries that have
identical values of Zk…0†, Zk…l0†, Zk…sseal† and Zi…sseal† and
differ only in the value of sseal which varies from 1km (ice
geometry A) to 12 km (ice geometry E) for a 20 km long
drainage conduit. For each geometry Zk…0† ˆ 500ma.s.l.,
Zk…l0† ˆ 0 ma.s.l., Zk…sseal† ˆ 0 ma.s.l. and Zi…sseal† ˆ
800ma.s.l. The conduit is assumed to be semicircular with a
perimeter-averaged Manning roughness of n0h i ˆ 0.04 m^1/3 s
for all runs. Figure 10 presents a suite of simulated flood
hydrographs corresponding to each of the assumed glacier
geometries and lake temperatures of 0.5³C (Fig. 10a), 2.0³C
(Fig. 10b) and 6.0³C (Fig. 10c). For every case there is a sys-
tematic decrease in peak discharge magnitude as the dis-
tance between the lake and seal is increased. The effect is
most pronounced when the lake temperature is low (Fig.
10a), and least pronounced when it is high (Fig.10c). Exam-
ining Figure 10c, one could argue that the influence of seal
location is not sufficiently pronounced to justify the added

complexity of Spring^Hutter models, but this is clearly not
the case for Figure10a.Thus, in general, it appears that it is
necessary to employ Spring^Hutter modelling before one
can decide whether bottleneck models are an acceptable
simplification.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Much attention could be devoted to the issue of calibrating
the flood models, i.e. finding proper assignments of loosely
constrained parameters such as the hydraulic roughness of
the conduit. In the present work, I have only attempted to
seek rough calibrations because the available data do not jus-
tify a more ambitious attack. For example, lake temperature
data and outburst flood data are rarely collected simultan-
eously and thus there is an ambiguous association between
the assumed value for Tlake and a given outburst flood.Errors
in Tlake affect the predicted flood magnitude and thus can

Fig. 9. Five simple glacier geometries having identical values
for inlet and outlet elevation and ice thickness at the `̀seal’’. For
geometry A the location of maximum surface elevation and
minimum bed elevation are each labelled A, and similarly for
the remaining four geometries. For geometry A the seal is
closest to the lake, and for geometry E it is farthest down-flow.

Fig. 10. Effect of water temperature and routing geometry on
simulated discharge hydrographs. A^E refer to the subglacial
routings associated with glacier illustrated in Figure 9. (a)
Lake temperature 0.5³C. (b) Lake temperature 2.0³C. (c)
Lake temperature 6.0³C.
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give rise to false calibrations of hydraulic roughness. As
already mentioned, the temperature of `̀ Hazard Lake’’ was
taken in 1979, whereas the flood was measured in 1978; that
for Summit Lake was measured in 1968 but the flood was
monitored in 1969; for GrõÂmsvo« tn the measurements were
taken in 1991 and are applied to the 1986 flood. Present
models also assume an isothermal lake, whereas reported
measurements (e.g. Gilbert, 1969; Bjo« rnsson, 1992) indicate
that the lakes, unsurprisingly, have a thermal structure which
could affect the detailed form of the outburst hydrograph.
One hopes that the ongoing study of outburst floods from
Hidden Creek Lake, Alaska, U.S.A. (Anderson and others,
in press), will yield the comprehensive data that will allow
these outstanding problems to be addressed.

The predicted temperature of water exiting the conduit
at the flood climax (Fig. 5) is substantially higher than the
temperature suggested by observations. For example, Rist
(1955) reported a water exit temperature of 0.05³C for the
1954 outburst from GrõÂ msvo« tn, whereas the reference model
for the 1986 outburst (Table 2) predicts a temperature of
1.44³C. Bjo« rnsson (1992, p.104) has considered this problem
of the models and states:

The actual heat transfer by flowing water during jo« kul-
hlaups is more effective than accounted for by Spring
and Hutter’s (1981) model for simulation of drainage (as
pointed out by Nye (1976)). The empirical heat transfer
equation may be wrongat the high Reynolds numbers in
the jo« kulhlaups. On the other hand, melting of ice may
not be restricted to the walls, because ice needles, eroded
by debris and sand from the walls, mix with the water.

I have explored the consequences of replacing Equation (19)
(McAdams, 1954) by alternative expressions (Bird and
others, 1960) and found little to distinguish them. If the
problem is associated with the heat-transfer empiricism, then
existing formulas are either inappropriately used or badly
wrong. One possible source of difficulty (personal communi-
cation from N. F. Humphrey,1991) is that conventional heat-
transfer formulas, which assume warmwater entering a pipe,
may not apply to the situation of a fluid heated by viscous
dissipation in its frictional boundary layer.This concern war-
rants further study. Bjo« rnsson’s second explanation, that out-
burst flood waters are a dilute suspension of ice crystals, also
strikes me as plausible. This possibility should be vigorously
explored, from both an observational and theoretical per-
spective. It would not be challenging to extend the Spring^
Hutter work by adding a balance equation for suspended ice
crystals that would include an ice production term associated
with mechanical abrasion of the ice walls and a mass-loss
term associated with melting of the crystals.

The predicted jumps in bottleneck position (Figs 7 and
8) and the associated rapid rearrangements of conduit pres-
sure are extremely interesting. It is possible that such rapid
structural adjustments can produce unexpected features in
discharge hydrographs that have been previously attributed
to additional phenomena such as tunnel collapse.

Superflotation water pressures are predicted for all three
reference models. Excess water pressure wouldbe expected to
drive water out of the conduit and along the ice^bed inter-
face, creating the possibility of tapping into pre-existing sub-
glacial drainage paths. An observable consequence of such
behaviour would be the formation of more than one drain-
age outlet for a single flood. Bjo« rnsson (1998) notes that for
large outbursts from GrõÂmsvo« tn as many as 10^15 high-

capacity drainage tunnels can develop. From this perspec-
tive, it is interesting that for all three models the water pres-
sure is highest during the flood onset and decreases as the
flood peak is reached. High-capacity outlets can only exist if
they are formed early. If water pressure greatly exceeds the
ice pressure then an englacial crack system can develop by
hydrofracturing. If water pressure (expressed as hydraulic
head) exceeds the ice thickness, water can be routed from
the drainage conduit to the glacier surface following a
system of existing or newly created cracks, as observed for
GrõÂ msvo« tn floods (Bjo« rnsson, 1998). Evidence for both ice
fracturing and supraglacial water routing is especially well
documented for the huge outburst of November 1996
(Roberts and others, 2000;Waller and others, 2001; Bjo« rnsson,
2002; Jöhannesson, 2002).

The main conclusions of this study are the following:

1. With a minor adjustment of the governing equations, the
Spring^Hutter formulation can be rendered into a
system of equations that is straightforward to solve using
the numerical method of lines. Recast in this manner, it
provides a powerful tool for detailed examination of the
hydraulics and thermodynamics of outburst floods.

2. A recalibration of the Manning roughness for outburst
floods using the Spring^Hutter model indicates that pre-
vious estimates of flow resistance are unreasonably high.
The cause of this discrepancy can be traced to the Nye
(1976) postulate that dTw=dt ˆ 0 along the drainage
conduit. All previous work using bottleneck models is
based on this assumption and thus seriously flawed.The
new estimates of channel roughness, though provisional,
are consistent with the Manning roughness of natural
streams and rivers. Additional work remains to be done
in improving the calibration of these models, but better
observational data are required before substantial pro-
gress can be made.

3. Careful observations of outlet temperature, preferably as
a function of time, are lacking, but the Spring^Hutter
model, together with earlier work, appears to overesti-
mate the temperature of water exiting the subglacial
drainage conduit. It is possible that empirical formulas
for heat exchange at the conduit walls are incorrect or
inappropriate, but the importance of mechanical abra-
sion as a process for enlarging ice-walled conduits needs
investigation. Even a small amount of abrasion could
have a substantial influence on water temperature.

4. The Spring^Hutter model predicts that superflotation
water pressures can develop in the drainage conduit, in
qualitative agreement with field observations. Excess
pressure is greatest at early stages of the outburst and
decreases as the flood progresses.

5. The fluid potential gradient along the conduit is not well
represented by its value averaged over the length of the
conduit.

6. Bottleneck models are unable to capture many important
features of outburst flooding, and the basic assumption of
bottleneck models, that a spatially fixed flow-controlling
seal exists close to the water reservoir, is not generally
satisfied. Flow constrictions appear to be highly mobile
during the course of an outburst flood, and for some
floods the dominant flow constriction is located near the
tunnel outlet for much of the flood duration.
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What is the prospect for using simulation models to pre-
dict glacier flood hazards? It is doubtful that the simple bot-
tleneck models canbe reinstated, but this is not necessarily a
discouraging outcome.The main justification for bottleneck
models was that they were simple to implement, whereas
Spring^Hutter models, primarily because of computational
challenges, were not. This is no longer the case. Further-
more, Spring^Hutter models have a superior physical basis
and, although they seem to require more detailed infor-
mation about the glacier surface and bed topography, they
can perform adequately when such information is sketchy.
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL STIFFNESS

Waves of compression in rigid tubes

The problem of numerical stiffness arises because the system
of conservation equations upon which the Spring^Hutter for-
mulation is based admits wave-like solutions as well as the
desired solution for water flow. Such waves might be
associated with a distensible conduit containing an incom-
pressible fluid or a rigid-walled conduit containing a com-
pressible fluid. In the former case, the speed of pressure
waves is c ˆ 1=

������
®»

p
, where » is the fluid density and ® is a

coefficient of distensibility (the fractional change in conduit
cross-sectional areawithpressure); in the latter case, thewave
speed is c ˆ 1=

������
 »

p
, where  is the coefficient of compressi-

bility (the fractional change in fluid density with pressure).
The case of a distensible conduit containing a compressible
fluid is also physically realistic but adds nothing worthwhile
to our analysis. Note that for an incompressible fluid in a non-
distensible conduit  ˆ 0 and ® ˆ 0 and the speed both of
waves of distension and of waves of compression becomes in-
finite. The challenge of resolving fast-travelling waves while
simultaneously calculating the much slower motion of the
fluid itself underlies the numerical stiffness of the Spring^
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Hutter equations. To avoid these difficulties it is necessary to
introduce a degree of fluid compressibility or conduit disten-
sibility so that the associated pressure waves are slowed. I
have explored both approaches to suppressing stiffness and
believe that introducing fluid compressibility yields the strat-
egy that is the more straightforward conceptually and com-
putationally.

First I shall demonstrate the existence of a wave of com-
pression in the fluid.The melting terms will be dropped for
this preliminary analysis. Consider a slow-flowing or static
compressible fluid of density »w in a rigid walled conduit.
The tube is oriented so that the distance coordinate s is
aligned with the axis of the tube and the tube will be viewed
as essentially straight. From conservation of mass

@»w

@t
‡ »w

@v

@s
‡ v

@»w

@s
ˆ 0 ; …A1†

and the momentum-balance equation (neglecting wall fric-
tion) is

»w
@v

@t
‡ v

@v

@s

³ ´
ˆ ¡ @pw

@s
‡ »wg

dZk

ds

³ ´
: …A2†

With specific reference to water-filled conduits, I adopt the
following definitions:

p0
w…s; t† ˆ pw…s; t† ¡ pw…s; 0† …A3†

p0
w…s† ˆ pw…s; 0† …A4†

»0
w ˆ »w…p0

w† …A5†

® ˆ 1

S

dS

dpw
…A6†

 ˆ 1

»w

d»w

dpw
: …A7†

Assuming that the advection terms v@»w=@s and v@v=@s
can be neglected and that the pressure effect on density is
small, Equations (A1) and (A2) can be approximated as


@pw

@t
‡ @v

@s
ˆ 0 …A8†

»0
w

@v

@t
ˆ ¡ @pw

@s
‡ »wg

dZk

ds

³ ´
: …A9†

Taking the t derivative of Equation (A8) and the s deriva-
tive of Equation (A9) and eliminating @2v=@s@t gives

@2pw

@s2
ˆ »0

w
@2pw

@t2
…A10†

which has the form of a wave equation for a pressure disturb-
ance propagating at speed c ˆ 1=

��������
 »0

w

p
. A similar analysis

(e.g. Lighthill, 1978, p.92^94; Pedley, 1980, p.73) can be
applied to demonstrate the existence of waves of distension
in elastic tubes containing incompressible fluids.

Strategy 1: compressible fluid

Turning to the Spring^Hutter equations, I introduce a slight

fluid compressibility so that the mass-balance equation is
written

S

»w

@»w

@t
‡ v

@»w

@s

³ ´
‡ @S

@t
‡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢³ ´
ˆ m

»w
…A11†

which, assuming that v@»w=@s ½ @»w=@t, I approximate
as

S

»w

@»w

@t
‡ @S

@t
‡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢³ ´
ˆ m

»w
…A12†

and using Equation (A7) write

@pw

@t
ˆ ¡ 1

 S

@S

@t
‡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢
¡ m

»w

» ¼
: …A13†

The slight effect of compressibility on the momentum- and
energy-balance equations is neglected so that the complete
system of equations is

@pw

@t
ˆ ¡ 1

 S

@S

@t
‡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢
¡ m

»w

» ¼
…A14†

@S

@t
ˆ m

»i
¡ 2 sgn…pe†

jpej
nB

» ¼n

S …A15†

@v

@t
ˆ ¡ @

@s

1

2
v2 ‡ pw

»w
‡ gZk

³ ´

¡ 1

»wS

¡
mv ‡ Pw½0

¢
…A16†

@Tw

@t
ˆ ¡v

@Tw

@s
‡ 1

»wcwS

¢
»

Pw½0v ¡ m L ‡ cw…Tw ¡ Ti† ¡ v2

2

³ ´¼
: …A17†

Strategy 2: distensible conduit

An alternative strategy for reducing numerical stiffness is to
assume that water is incompressible but the conduit is dis-
tensible so that Equation (A15) becomes

@S

@t
ˆ m

»i
¡ 2 sgn…pe†

jpej
nB

» ¼n

S ‡ ®S
@pw

@t
; …A18†

where the final term expresses the effect of distensibility and
follows from the definition (A6) and

@S0

@t
ˆ dS

dpw

@pw

@t
; …A19†

where @S0=@t is the rate of change of cross-sectional area
that results from conduit distension. Rearranging Equation
(A18) and making appropriate changes to the continuity
equation gives

@pw

@t
ˆ 1

®S

@S

@t
¡ m

»i
‡ 2 sgn…pe†

jpej
nB

» ¼n

S

³ ´
…A20†

@S

@t
ˆ ¡ @

@s

¡
vS

¢
‡ m

»w
…A21†

to replace Equations (A14) and (A15). As previously, the mo-
mentum- and energy-balance expressions are unaffected.

I have explored the merits of the alternative strategies
for reducing numerical stiffness and conclude that strategy
1is the superior one because it yields accurate solutions with
integration times that are substantially less than those for
strategy 2.
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APPENDIX B

GENERALIZATION TO NON-CIRCULAR
CONDUITS

Flow resistance of semicircular conduits

Semicircular conduits are assumed to be ice-roofed and bed-
floored.The Darcy^Weisbach roughness of ice will be denoted
fi and that for bed material fb. Turbulent discharge in a con-
duit is driven by a potential energy gradient acting over the
conduit cross-section so that S…¡@¿=@s† is the force per unit
length of conduit that drives fluid motion.This force is resisted
by the wall stress ½0 acting over the wetted perimeter of the
conduit Pw, so that force balance requires

Pw½0 ˆ S ¡ @¿

@s

³ ´
: …B1†

For turbulent flow in a conduit having a single roughness
value of fR the wall stress is given by the standard relation

½0 ˆ 1

8
fR»wv2: …B2†

For conduits havinga mixedperimeter of ice andbed material,
the wall stress acting on the ice roof can differ from that acting
on the bed floor so that locally

½i ˆ 1

8
fi»wv2 …B3†

½b ˆ 1

8
fb»wv2 …B4†

and

½0Pw ˆ ½iPi ‡ ½bPb ; …B5†
where Pi is the ice contact perimeter, Pb is the bed contact
perimeter, Pw ˆ Pi ‡ Pb and ½0 can be regarded as the per-
imeter-averaged wall stress. From Equations (B2^B5) it fol-
lows that for mixed-perimeter conduits

½0 ˆ 1

8
fRh i»wv2 ; …B6†

where

fRh i ˆ fiPi ‡ fbPb

Pw
: …B7†

For a semicircular bed-floored conduit, Pi ˆ ºR, Pb ˆ 2R,
Pw ˆ …º ‡ 2†R and

fRh i ˆ ºfi ‡ 2fb

º ‡ 2
: …B8†

Using the Manning roughness description, an expres-
sion equivalent to Equation (B7) is obtained by applying
the conversion formula

fR ˆ 8gn02

R
1=3
H

…B9†

to Equation (B7) to obtain

n0h i ˆ n02
i Pi ‡ n02

bPb

Pw

Á !1
2

…B10†

which for a semicircular bed-floored conduit gives

n0h i ˆ ºn02
i ‡ 2n02

b

º ‡ 2

Á !1
2

: …B11†

Generalization of mass- and heat-transfer relations

To generalize from circular conduits to non-circular ones, I
follow the standard approach of replacing D (the diameter of
a circular conduit) with D ˆ 4RH, where the hydraulic radius
is taken as RH ˆ S=Pw where Pw is the conduit perimeter.
(Because I assume that the conduit is completely water-
saturated, the distinction between the perimeter and the
wetted perimeter is unnecessary.) For a circular cross-section
RH ˆ D=4, as required, and for a semicircular cross-section
RH ˆ ºD=4…º ‡ 2†. In terms of the hydraulic radius, the
Reynolds number is written

Re ˆ 4»wvRH

·w
: …B12†

The heat flux from the conduit to its walls is governed by an
expression of the form q ˆ h¢T, where h is an empirical
heat-transfer coefficient and ¢T is the temperature differ-
ence between the fluid and the conduit walls. The expres-
sion h ˆ0.023 Pr2/5 Re4/5 Kw=D, extracted from McAdams
(1954), has been the most widely adopted for glaciological
calculations; similar empiricisms can be found in Bird and
others (1960). Following the prescription D ˆ 4RH and
accepting the McAdams equation for h gives

q ˆ 0:023Pr2=5Re4=5 Kw¢T

4RH
: …B13†

The mass rate of melting per unit area of conduit surface is
simply em ˆ q=L, where L is the latent heat of melting and
the mass rate of melting per unit length of conduit is
m ˆ emPm where Pm is the melting perimeter of the conduit.
For a circular ice-walled conduit Pm ˆ ºD, but for a semi-
circular rock-floored conduit Pm ˆ 1

2 ºD. To summarize,

m ˆ 0:023 Pr2=5 Re4=5 PmKw¢T

4LRH
: …B14†

APPENDIX C

EXAMINATION OF NYE HEAT-TRANSFER
ASSUMPTION

The heat-transfer analysis of Nye (1976) is based on the pos-
tulate that the material derivative of water temperature
dTw=dt ˆ @Tw=@t ‡ v@Tw=@s vanishes along the flow path.
Applying this condition to Equation (10) and making the
approximation that L ¾ cw…T ¡ Ti† ¡ 1

2
v2 gives

m ˆ Pw½0v

L
…C1†

for the melting rate. Clarke (1982) accepted this assumption
and added the effect of lake temperature to obtain an expres-
sion equivalent to

m ˆ Pw½0v

L
‡ PmKwNu…Tlake ¡ Ti†

4LRH
; …C2†

where Nu ˆ 0.023Pr2/5 Re4/5 if the McAdams (1954) formula is
accepted.The implication of both Equations (C1) and (C2) is
that frictional energy release is directly converted to melting of
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the ice walls, whereas in the Spring^Hutter formulation
@Tw

@t
ˆ ¡v

@Tw

@s
‡ 1

»wcwS

¢
»

Pw½0v ¡ m L ‡ cw…Tw ¡ Ti† ¡ v2

2

³ ´¼
…C3†

m ˆ PmKwNu…Tw ¡ Ti†=4LRH ; …C4†
implying that released frictional energy leads to an increase
in water temperature which in turn leads to melting. Because
it is not possible to examine the effects of the Nye assumption
without stepping beyond the limitations of the Nye theory,
the assumption has never been closely scrutinized. To do so I
must distort the physics of the Spring^Hutter formulation by
treating frictional energy and sensible heat as having separ-
able effects. Frictionally generated energy is converted to
melt, whereas sensible heat of water is transferred to the con-
duit walls at a rate predicted by the empirical heat-transfer
formula.Thus Equations (C3) and (C4) are modified to give

@Tw

@t
ˆ ¡v

@Tw

@s
¡ 1

»wcwS

¢
»

m L ‡ cw…Tw ¡ Ti† ¡ v2

2

³ ´¼
…C5†

m ˆ Pw½0v

L
‡ PmKwNu…Tw ¡ Ti†

4LRH
: …C6†

Substituting the above for Equations (10) and (20) in the
Spring^Hutter formulation and repeating the simulations
for `̀ Hazard Lake’’, Summit Lake and the 1986 GrõÂ msvo« tn
flood, I find that simulations performed using bottleneck
models (which of necessity employ the Nye heat-transfer
assumption) and Spring^Hutter simulations are in good
agreement and that the predicted flood magnitude is much
larger than predictions based on the correctly implemented
Spring^Hutter equations. In order to force the observed and
predicted peak discharges to agree, it is necessary to increase
the roughness of the conduit. Because the Nye postulate over-
estimates the rate of heat transfer to the ice walls, it also over-
estimates the cross-sectional area of the conduit which in turn
yields an excessively high discharge rate. The very high
values of Manning roughness inferred by Nye (1976) and con-
firmed by subsequent studies using bottleneck models (e.g.
Clarke, 1982; Bjo« rnsson, 1992) result from shortcomings of
the Nye heat-transfer postulate.
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